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CLASSIFIEDS

NEED VOLUNTEER EXPERE1NCE?
Opportunity to make a real difference in
high functioning 2 year old autistic boy's
life. Valuable training provided. Flexible
hours, men and women welcome. Please'
call Cindy & 827-0014.

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS On
, Campus Interviews For Premier Camps
in Massachusetts, Positions available for
talented, energetic, and fun loving students as counselors in all team sports
including Roller Hockey and Lacrosse, all
individual sports such as Tennis & Coif,
Waterfront and Pool activities, and specialty activities including art, dance, theatre, gymnastics, newspaper, rocketry &
radio. GREAT SALARIES, room, board,
travel and US summer work visa. June
16th - August 15th. Enjoy a great summer that promises to be unforgettable.
For more information and to apply:
MAH-KEE-NAC www.campmkn.com
(Boys) 1-800-735-9118, DAKBEE
www.danbee.com (Girls) 1-800-3923752. Interviewer will be on campus
Tuesday, March 6th - 10am to 4:00pm
in the Student Union Building (SUB) Rooms 214 Sc 216.

DAVID LETTERMAN FAN!!! Interested in starting a Letterman Fan Club?
Ideas include: nightly meetings at local
bar/restaurant to watch the show, monthly meeting with classic shows, contests,
and contributions to the show, and a
yearly trip to New York to see the big
show live, and any other ideas you have!
Email Dale @ ds_ca_2000@yahoo.ca

VEGGIE LUNCHES, every Tuesday
12:30-2:30 pm in the Penthouse (3rd
floor) of the Grad Center, 6371 Crescent
Rd, vegetarian and vegan food, suggested
donation: $4.00
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEERISM? Join
WUSC - UBC Feb 9th to 11 th at International House for our Symposium:
International Volunteerism in Perspective. Examine local and international volunteerism from different perspectives and
with a critical eye. Scheduled events
speakers will discuss such topics as International Volunteerism, Youth and Volunteerism, and First Nations issues in BC.
For more info, email us at
wusc_ubc@hotmail.com
DISCUSSION GROUP 9 Java Joint in
Surrey Thurs. Feb 15, 2001 @ 7:30. Let's
talk about Economic Inequality in Relation to Violence Against Women, all
Genders welcome. More info: 836-8499.

CONVERSATION CLUB needs English tutor, native speaker? Excellent. Fax
resume to: Roland 633-2767

AMNESTY UBC'S ANNUAL STUDENT CONFERENCE on Human
Rights, Voices in Activism. Saturday,
February 10th, 9am-5:30pm, SUB. $10
Registration Fee, $15 after Feb 1st
(includes breakfast, lunch and snacks).
Info: email amnestyubc<3'hotmail.com or
221-7864.

CONCERNS EVERYONE USING
THE INTERNET. Join free. Not to be
missed! www.teamnetworth.gotoo.com

ccommoaauon
SHARE LARGE HOUSE with young
couple & dog. Kerrisdale. Feb 15. Must
see. 454-0414 or 842-0414.

THE UBC AMS BIKE CO-OP presents
a Bike Art Show premiere, The Bicycle:
An Expression of the Self, Mixed Media
from the UBC AMS Bike Co-op. 10 - 4
daily, Mon Feb 26 - Fri Mar 2, Opening
Reception Mon, Feb 26, 7-9pm FREE!.
At the AMS Art Gallery, UBC. Ph. 8222453, www.ams.ubc.ca/clubs/bikecoop

ONE FURNISHED ROOM available
March 1st, in a shared townhouse on
UBC campus. $395/mmh, including
utilities, phone extra, on site laundry,
bike, tv, study room. Sorry no pets, no
smoking. Please call Cindy 827-0014.

INTERNET SUPERMARKET
Shop on-line at our full service supermarket. 6,000 National Brand Name
Products 100 specials each week. Pay at
your door. Delivery to your door 7
days/week. Phone 433-5952
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B.C'S COOLEST PARTY LINE!!!
DIAL: 25-Party, Ads'Jokes'Stories &
MORE! Free Call!* 18+ 'Try it NOW!!!

llilMMWT
TIRED OF DEBT? Help stamp out our
student debt. Co to:
www.arrivear.com/saveforcollege click on
presentation.

Heterosexual?
Take this quiz!
If the gender ofyour sexual partner is not the same as your own, then you
should be aware thatyou are different from a significant portion of the population. Have you thought about whyyou are attracted to a different gender?
Are you comfortable withyour sexuality? Perhaps completing this questionnaire will help you think about these things.
Please answer all questions as honestly as possible.

CLASSIFIEDS
ai

STUDENTS!
Looking for a
roommate?
Got something
to sell?
Or just have an
announcement to make?

If you are a student,
you can place
classifieds for FREE!
For more information, visit
Room 245 in the SUB
orcall 822-1654.

1. When and how did you first decide that you were a heterosexual?
2. What do you think caused your heterosexuality?
3. Is it possible that your heterosexuality stems from a neurotic fear of the
same sex?
4. If you've never slept with a person of the same sex, is it possible that all
you need is a good gay lover?
5. To whom have you disclosed your heterosexual tendencies? How did
these people respond?
6. Why do heterosexuals insist on flaunting their heterosexuality? Can't you
just be who you are and keep it quiet?
7. Why do heterosexuals feel compelled to seduce others into their lifestyle?
8. Would you want your children to be heterosexual knowing the problems
they would face in society?
9. A disproportionate majority of child molesters are heterosexuals. Do you
consider it safe to expose your children to heterosexual teachers?
10. Even with all the societal support that heterosexual marriage receives,
the divorce rate is spiraling, with over half of all marriages failing. Why are
so few heterosexual relationships stable?
11. Why do heterosexuals place so much emphasis on sex?
12. What do heterosexuals do in bed?
13. Considering the menace of overpopulation, how could the human race
survive if everyone were heterosexual like you?
14. Could you trust a heterosexual therapist to be objective?
15. How can you be a full person if you limit yourself to compulsive and
exclusive heterosexuality and fail to develop your natural, healthy homosexual potential?
16. There seem to be veiy few happy heterosexuals. Techniques have been
developed which enable you to change if you really want to. Have you considered aversion therapy?
17. How do you feel about the term "straight?' Do you feel that it adequately defines who you are?
18. Do you see your sexuality as being central to your sense of identity? •

Start Your Search Off On The Right Foot!
<

^

NEED A JOB?
JobLink helps UBC Students find jobs!

Need a place to rent?
Have a place for rent?

W A N T T O HIRE A S T U D E N T ?
JobLink will post your part-time job for FREE!

The AMS Rentsline can help you!
A M S Rentsline is a n easy to operate touch-tone telephone system that
connects thousands of landlords with UBC students looking for offcampus housing. All you need to do Is call, or visit our website:

amsrentsline.com
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JobLink Student Employment Centre
joblink@ams.ubc.ca
Phone: 822-JOBS
v^
*

Reporting to the AMS President and Communications Coordinator, you will craft the
message of the AMS into a format appealing to UBC students.

S

Web Designer .The Yardstick

Want to impart your wisdom on your fellow students?
Here's your chance.
The AMS is seeking a pair of coordinators for the 2001/2002 Inside UBC.

M

It is a common practice in most UBC schools and faculties to request teaching
evaluations from students at the end of each term. The Yardstick is a
compilation of some of these results. The AMS believes that publishing teacher
evaluations is a step in the right direction to ensuring that faculty are
accountable to students, and aiding students in making informed decisions
about their university careers.

You:
•
•
•f
'•

Are a registered UBC Student
Are a wordsmith with an eye for editing
Have experience writing for a publication
Posses a working knowledge of page layout and design programs,
specifically Quark XPress, Photoshop and Illustrator
• Are an expert at issues surrounding student life.
• Have a sense of creativity and humour that make you an absolute
GAS to work with.
*

We provide the equipment, you provide the inspiration.
Positiqp is Full time May - June with flexible hours.
Salaries $5,500 x 2 coordinators = $11,000 plus benefits.
Please forward your resume & cover letter to:
Inside UBC coordinator Search, C/O Communications Planning Group, SUB 268.
Search closes Monday, February 26th

Job Responsibilities
Working with the AMS University Commission, you will design and publish the
online edition of the Yardstick.
While most of the work involves compilation of evaluation results from various
faculties and schools online, you will posses Database programming skills, and
have a fair knowledge of the internet
Job type: Temporary - February - March
Honourarium: $1200
Closes: Friday, February 16, 2001
Please forward resumes and cover letters to:
GinaTsai, Academic Issues Commissioner, SUB 238, gytsai@interchange.ubc.ca
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Tha Ubyssey is the official student newspaper at the
University of British Columbia. It is published every
Tuesday and Friday by The Ubyssey Publications Society.
We are an autonomous, democratically run student organisation, and al students are encouraged to participate.
Editorials are chosen and written by f/ie Ubyssey staff.
They are the expressed opinion of the staff, and do not
necessarily reflect the views of The Ubyssey Pubfications
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Al editorial content appearing in The Ubyssey is the property of The Ubyssey Publications Society. Stories, opinions, photographs and artwork contained herein cannot
be reproduced without the expressed, written permission
of The Ubyssey Publications Society,
Letters to the editor must be under 300 words. Please
include your phone number, student number and signature
(not for publication) as well as your year and faculty with al
submissions. 10 wil be checked when submissions are
dropped off at the editorial office of The Ubyssey, otherwise verification wil be'done by phone
"Perspectives* are opinion pieces over 300 words but
under 750 words and ore run according to space,
"freestyles' are opinion pieces written by Ubyssey staff
members. Priority wilt be given to letters and perspectives
over freestyles unless the latter is time sensitive. Opinion
pieces wil not be run until the identity of the writer has
been verified.
K is agreed by all persons placing display or classified
advertising thattfthe Ubyssey Pubfications Society fails to
publish an advertisement or if an error in the ad occurs the
liabDity of the UPS wil not be greater than the price paid
for ihe ad. The UPS shal not be responsible for slight
changes or typographical errors that do not lessen the
value or the impact of the ad.

What's in a name?
Proud of Pride

Queer as word

Okay, so the biggest debate for this year's issue was, what issue is this? We
argued about the title—should it be the Pride Issue or the Queer Issue? Or
maybe something else? Ultimately, as the front would suggest, we settled
on my suggestion. Pride.
What's wrong with Queer you might ask? I know that there has been an
effort by some to reclaim this traditionally derogatory word and use it to
describe ourselves. Do I use it? Sometimes. Do I like it? Not really. Queer
suggests to me that there is something abnormal about who I am, and who
you are. Queer does have the apparent benefit of covering a wide range of
people, so that we don't have to play the alphabet game (the
GLBTTQQ...issue). But while it might cover people who fall into all categories, it's not necessarily a title they want to claim.
Our cover is marked by terms used to oppress, scare, and shame our
community—having Pride emblazoned over them gives me a feeling of
'sticks and stones may break my bones, but I am who I am and you can't
change i t '
And in relation to our upcoming celebration, I think Pride is more
than appropriate. Outweek isn't the time to jump headlong into something you might not be sure of, it's a week meant to aid people in better understanding and accepting themselves. Be proud, take pride in
who you are. Accept yourself and call yourself whatever you want—gay,
fag, dyke, lesbian, bisexual, straight, heterosexual, two-spirited, questioning, transgendered, asexual, omnisexual, queer. Whichever label
you identify with, I hope you find something inside this issue that
speaks to you.
And as for me, I'll just call myself Erin. •

Words have power. They are used to limit, to label, and to oppress, and,
conversely, to liberate. It is in recognition of this that the debate whether to
call this edition of the Ubyssey as the Queer or the Pride Issue continues.
Why all the fuss? Either of these words is just one more label that can
be slapped on us.
The contention is, of course, that it isn't just any label. It is a precious
one—so rife with pejorative history, yet so seductive with promises of
reform through reappropriation This is not to be taken lightly.
Owning the Q-word conveys more sense of pride than the vague word
'pride.' A case in point Pride UBC, the university's AMS resource group
for gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered students and their allies,
does not quite convey what it intends with its current name. One cannot
be blamed for thinking that the group is for wannabe cheerleaders who
feel compelled to rally campus spirit
Queer is unequivocal, and to own the word is to vindicate our legacy of
oppression, and to celebrate our collective action to move beyond this
legacy. To be Queer is to be victorious, and more saliently, to be Queer is
to be vigilant. Words that we have taken back can be snatched away from
us again and once more we would be condemned to relive all the hurt of
being disempowered.
Of course the process of reappropriation is an arduous and painful
one. It is difficult, especially for those who have been physically, emotionally, and spiritually assaulted while being called 'dyke' or 'fuckin' queer,'
among other names. Many still react with repulsion to the Q-word. Which
is why this year, as with the last few, the vote of the "Pride' contingents
carried. We all heal at our own pace. Maybe someday we'll be Queer. •

EDITORIAL OFFICE
Room 241K, Student Union Building,
6138 Student Union Boulevard,
Vancouver, BC. V6T1Z1
te(: (604) 822-2301
fax: (604) 822-9279
e-mail; feedback@ubyssey.bc.ca

OUTWEEK

BUSINESS OFFICE
Room 245, Student Union Building
advertising: (604) 822-1654
business office: (604) 822-6681
fax:(604)822-1658
e-mail: ubyssey_ads@yahoo.com

Queer Info Fair

February 12-16, 2001
Monday to Friday
SUB Concourse ll:30am-2:30pin

AD DESIGN
Shalene Takara
M£_s Harris screamed "You'rs on in Ove minutest* as
Michelle Mossop adjusted George Fuller's wig. Tom Peacock
screeched "Get youi hands off my dress** as Tara westoveir
escaped will. Kalev Hunt {who was wearing Duncan
Mcllugh's heels} out the stage door. Tanya Boteju and Daiiah
Merzaban were attending meticulously to Jeff Musgrave's eye
make-up as Laura. Blue finished off his toes. Alex Dimson,
Nicholas Bradley, and Doug Sanders prepared for theii stint
as Charlie's Angels—leather, nails, etc; excluding Graeme
Worthy who couldn't do Kung Fu. Hywei Tuscano borrowed a
dress from Jordan* Greenblatt and strode onstage with Mat!
Lovick and Carla Klassen for their rendition of Two Ladies-'
Holland Gidney and Sarah Morrison supervised as Tristan
Winch shaved his legs. Jeffrey Wong lamented 1 look worse
than Wesley Snipes in To Wang Foo...f as Laureen Stokes,
Per Walle and Melinda Jett* tried to calm the reigning quae a.
AS was silent unul Erin Hoult and Julius Fjefanta, cat-fighting
again, ripped off each other'i wigs and hit the mud pit Just
your typical drag show.

V
Canadian
University
Press

Canada Pert SoU. AgrMimnt Humbar 0732141

Monday Night Discussion Group
Open to men and women in the pride community
Mondays 6r30-»3&|fl53& v™'-^ -*
Grad Centre Penthouse

XYClub

BUSINESS MANAGER
Fernie Pereira
AD SALES
Jennifer Copp

Want to get involved
with Pride UBC?

Monday 7pm—Head On
Tuesday 7pm—But I'm A Cheerleader
Norm Theatre
Admission by donation

A discussion group for men
Wednesdays J 2:3 0-1; 30pm
Room to the left of the Scuba Club, SUB

Unlimited II

Lecture

A discussion group for women
Wednesdays 12:30-l:30pm
Pride office {SUB 12 5N)

'Gay and Lesbian Liberation in Canada"
Tuesday 12:30-2:30pm
SUB 205

Usually once a month. Contact us for more info.

The Big Gay Dance

Qotin touch, would M ?

Friday 7pm-lam
Graduate Student Centre Ballroom
6371 Crescent Rd.
$6 advance/$8 door
Tickets available at Subcetera & Little Sister's

Pride UBC
office: SUB 125N
telephone: S22-4638
e-mailt prideubc#interchange.ubc.ca
website; www.ams.ubc.ca/clubs/pride

Pride Beer Gardens

,

COVER PHOTO CREDITS:
Clockwise from top left: courtesy Erin Hoult; courtesy DRAGON Magazine (the models shown do not necessarily Identify as
queer); Per Walle; Sam de Groot, Tara Westover/Ubyssey File Photo.
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Think THE UBYSSEY blows, eh?
Why not say it for once?
feedback@ubyssey. be. c a
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7:00 THE LEGEND OF BAGGER VANCE

9:30 UNBREAKABLE

All films $3.00
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WED FEB 14 - THURS FEB 15

in the NORM (SUB theatre)

7:00 TOP HAT
9:30 A HARD DAY'S NIGHT

Film Hotline: 822-3697 OR check out
www.ams.ubc.ca/clubs/SOCIAUFilmsoc
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Thunderbird Basketball
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vs University of Lethbrige
Fri & S a t , F e b 9 & 10
W 6:15 pm & M 8:00 pm
War Memorial Gym
24 Hr Scores & Info

822 BIRO
athletics, ubc.ca
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Final home games
of the regular season!

CAROUSEL THEATRE

COMPANY

TM

WINNING THE BATTLE: Since 1986, Little Sister's has books and merchandise seized at the Canadian
border, despite a 1994 BC Supreme Court decision in the bookstore's favour.jORDANA GREENBLATT PHOTO

b^secj on the book by j.R.R. Tolkien

adapted by Kim Se!o4y
February 7 th to March 14t h

Call 685-6217
TicketMaster at 280-3311
www.ticketmaster.com

THE WATERFRONT THEATRE
on G r a n v i l l e I s l a n d

callforsubmissions for the
Ubyssey's literary supplement

call for submissions
DEADLINE:

5PM, FEB. 9TH,

fiction

nonfiction

epic: under 3000 words
snap: under 1000 words

essay: under 3000 words
snap: under 1000 words

2001

poetry
.

under 20 lines

eligibility

entry details

You must be a UBC student
who did not opt out of your
Ubyssey fee. Students who
have made more than one
editorial contribution to the
Ubyssey since eptember 2000
are not eligible.

Free entry. Submissions must
be typed on 8.5" x 11" paper,
with title on upper right-hand
corner. Include name, phone
number and email address on
SEPARATE title page - entries
are judged anonymously.
Submit entries to SUB
Room 245.

final judges
Finalists will be judged by a
panel of top writeres, to be
announced.

prizes
Cash - books - publication
in rant March 9th, 2001

Little Sister's
by Jordana Greenblatt

The stress of over a decade of
legal wrangling doesn't seem to
have gotten to Janine Fuller, the
manager of Little Sister's Book and
Art Emporium. In fact, she is
remarkably relaxed and easy-going
when she discusses her 14-year censorship battle with Canada Customs.
Fuller's troubles began in 1986,
three years after the opening of
Little Sister's—a resource and social
gathering point for Vancouver's gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered community—when Canada
Customs began systematically seizing material bound for the bookstore, citing pornography concerns.
"There was certainly a preconceived notion that anything that was
coming to [Little Sister's] was
obscene,' regardless of the actual
content of the material. Indeed,
Customs started with what would
seem to be non-controversial material, selecting for their first seizure a
shipment of The Advocate, a periodical described by Ms. Fuller as 'the
gay and lesbian People magazine.'
While the seizures were certainly
financially damaging and emotionally draining, the greatest danger if
Customs were left unchallenged was
the self-censorship it could produce.
"The trickle-down effect of censorship,' Fuller said, "is itself censorship. So people who were actually producing work stopped producing what they want to produce
because they're afraid because it has
gay content that it's not going to be
published in Canada."
Over the intervening years,
Customs repeatedly seized often
completely innocuous material,
material that was often allowed
uninterrupted passage to more
mainstream booksellers. The most
ridiculous seizures included Stroke

(a book on rowing), Hot,
Hotter, Hottest (on hot peppers), and The Politics of
Meat (a vegetarian cookbook).
But Fuller pressed on.
"We've never apologised for
our sexual sensibilities as a
bookstore and as a community.. .We weren't going to stop,'
she said.
So Little Sister's, with the
support of the queer community, the writing community,
and eventually even the BC
Civil Liberties Association
(BCCLA) struggled for years
to take Canada Customs to
court
Finally, in 1994, a full
eight years after the seizures
began, the case was brought
before the BC Supreme Court
in. After a 40-day hearing, the
Court found Canada Customs
guilty of systematically discriminating against the bookFIGHTER: Janine Fuller fought Canada
store, but the Court did not.
Customs and received rulings in her
as the plaintiffs had hoped, favour, JORDANA GREENBLATT PHOTO

strike down the law allowing
Customs its censorship power.
When this decision was upheld
in the BC Court of Appeal, Little
Sister's and the BCCLA took the case
to the Supreme Court of Canada,
even as Canada Customs' harassment continued unabated.
But in December of last year, the
Court made its decision, and while it
didn't overturn Customs' ability to
censor, the Court did rule strongly
against Customs in other respects,
outlining a new policy dictating that
if Customs could not prove material
to be obscene after 30 days they
must return the material in question, and pay all ensuing court costs
including punitive damages.
According to Fuller, the decision
"is huge...not just the economic con-

sequences but the reality of how the
public responded....The public is
really outraged at Canada Customs
and how they've gone about doing
their job.'
While the 30-day waiting period
is a liability, there have not been any
product seizures since the court
decision came down. While this
bodes well for the bookstore, Fuller
acknowledges that there is certainly
a possibility that Little Sister's might
find itself back in court
But now, however, the bookstore
has more tools, and a new framework in which to work, so if Canada
Customs does resume its seizures,
it will now be far cheaper and
more efficient for the bookstore to
challenge them. •
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New course challenges conventions
Studies, the program was originally rejected
by the Ministry of Education. While changing
"Want to do a degree in sex?" asked the tagline the name to CSIS served as a concession to the
in Xtra West last August when the magazine Ministry's concerns, Dixon believes that the
first reviewed UBC's new course, Critical new name also gives the studies broader student appeal.
Studies in Sexuality (CSIS) 300.
CSIS Coordinator Peter Dickinson laughed
"We were interested in a whole range of
when he reflected on this introduction.
things that weren't reflected in the Gay and
"Well, it's a sexy course...the only bad pub- Lesbian Studies title," said Dixoa who worried that with the previous title, the program
licity is no publicity at all," Dickinson said.
In the Xtra West review, concerns about the would only appeal to UBC's gay and lesbian
intellectual content of the course were raised. community.
But these concerns were quickly put aside
"Ideas about sexuality are so important to
once students entered the classroom and each of us as individuals, to the kinds of relafaced the syllabus in September.
tionships we have, to the kinds of negotiations
Lucy Harrison, a student enrolled in the that we have in the world. We need to look at
first available CSIS course last term, said that these issues critically, and allow students to
the presence of such a program at UBC bene- explore them."
fits the students and the university.
Dickinson agrees. He said that studying
"Isn't that what a university is all about?" sexuality helps to enhance our understanding
Harrison asked. "It's about pioneering new of many other subjects.
sciences, new ideas. The universities that get
"Whether we know it or not we are practicthe most prestige are the ones that get out ing, performing, inhabiting our sexuality
there and take a risk."
everyday. Sexuality studies have a fundamenAccording to Dickinson, the first offering of tal place in the classroom."
the course attracted a wide range of students.
In the CSIS program, it is typical for stu"The cross-section of the course was very dents to be exposed to a number of different
diverse in terms of people's sexualities," professors throughout the course.
Dickinson said.
Last term, students were taught by a total
But before the course could be made avail- of ten professors from Law, Social Work,
able for students, a long process of planning History, English, Fine Arts, and Anthropology
and approval had to take place. CSIS co-chair and Sociology.
Joy Dixon, who is also an associate professor
Dickinson contends that this diversity of
of history at UBC, said she's been waiting for instructors is a positive contribution to the
the course for quite some time.
course.
"It's something we'd been talking about
'It gave us a huge amount of different perdoing for a very, very long time. At least five spectives on similar material,' he said.
or six years ago we formed an ad-hoc comAnd students have also been very receptive
mittee of faculty in various departments, then to this diversity.
it took about two years of continual work to
The group came together to address what
get the program approved by the various lev- student George Fuller called, 'the last bastion
els of administration here at UBC,' Dixon of prejudice that hadn't been dealt with in this
explained.
university.'
First conceived as Gay and Lesbian
Another student, Erin Bentley, would like
by Erin Hoult
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SEX EDUCATORS: Peter Dickinson, coordinator of UBC's new Critical Studies in
Sexuality course, and Joy Dixon, co-chair of CSIS. ERIN HOULT PHOTO

the program to offer 200-level courses in the
future, such as gay and lesbian history, 'where
students can do some of the ground work.'
Currently, CSIS only offers a minor to students, but both Dickinson and Dixon are hopeful that, eventually, the CSIS program will
offer a major.
Dixon says that the program's future
expansion and success rests largely on securing continued funding. Next year, increased
funding will allow CSIS to offer six credits
rather than just three, and break up the
course into a two-hour lecture and one-hour

discussion.
"We'd like to have many more courses. It
would be wonderful if we could have better
collections in the library that relate to these
areas. That we could even think about modeling ourselves on an institutional structure like
the Centre for Women's Studies and Gender
Relations, to have speaker series and funding
for visiting scholars,' said Dixon.
Dickinson, meanwhile, is optimistic about
the program's future.
"I'd love to claim the label 'sex educator,"
he laughed. •

USENET NEWSGROUP
SUPPORTS YOUTH
by Kalev Hunt

A queer home on the radio
resource, but also a forum where attention is given to
queer-centric legal, political, and general news issues
Heather Kitching is the creator and co-host of Queer FM that tend to be overlooked or only briefly touched on by
on CiTR, UBC's student radio station In 1993, Kitching the mainstream media. While Kitching does laughingly
approached the station with the hope of continuing her admit that she interviews 'a lot of lawyers," this hardly
involvement in radio after leaving it in favour of the does justice to the full variety of the show's guests.
music industiy. The program she first intended to cre- Queer FM keeps pace with relevant, often controversial,
ate was one focused on sexual minorities in general. But issues, and Kitching, along with her co-host Jensen
the show that was ultimately broadcast ended up target- Didulo, often interview the people involved, as well as
ing the narrower gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgen- their lawyers and relevant academics. These conversadered community, a more familiar topic for Kitching, tions not only inform, but also add a personal, more
approachable dimension to what are often very complex
who recently come out as bisexual.
Now in its eighth year on air, Queer FM has solidified issues.
Current hot topics include the court battle between the
from its initial eclectic format into a solid news and
resource-centred program. Focusing primarily on those Ontario government and two recently married couples
court decisions, legislative changes, and human rights (one gay, one lesbian) who are attempting to force the
issues affecting the queer community, Queer FM also province to register their licenses, and the transgender
includes music by queer and queer-friendly artist3, and discrimination lawsuit brought by Kimberly Nixon
against the Vancouver Rape Relief Center. Queer FM is
a full newscast every week.
The show is intended not only to be a general heard every Sunday from 6 to 8pm, on CiTR 101.9Ffm. •
by Jordana Greenblatt

You're a young woman finishing
your university degree at a small
religious college in the Midwest
You've dated a few guys but lately
you've begun to get really close to
one of your female classmates.
You're scared that your parents
will disown you if they find out
you like women as well as men.
Who do you talk to?
You're the school jock and
president of the student council.
Legions envy you. Tlie hottest girl
, in the school is your girlfriend.
But you don't know how to deal
with the fact that you're in love
with the captain of the football
team. You're alone, you're
scared, and you have no om to
talk to about your feelings for
other boys. Where do you go?
Going online is an obvious
answer for getting information
that you might not be able to find
elsewhere-a w^y to read other
people's coming out stories and
find some advice on. hovsr to teO
i;
your parents,
But you want to talk to a real
person who might haw achtalry
gone through something similar to
what you'refeeing.Youfinda chatroom for gaj teens„.and the first
thing you're asked is how big you
' are, Areyouabutdb. or a femme?
Where do you live? Do you cyber?
Pretty soon you realise that
there arealotoflonelypeopleon
- ihe Internet and some of them

can be prerty crude You despair
about ever finding someone to
talk to about being queer. Then
you Ond it a place where personal ads are not allowed, where
"support' is the name of the
game.
The place to look online is
soc. su p port.you th. gay-lesbian-bi
(SSYGLB), a Usenet newsgroup
which is moderated to make sure
that it stays a safe and welcoming
space for gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender and questioning
youth, Since its% inception in
1994, SSYGLB has been a virtual
haven for young people asking
questions about their sexuality,
-SSYGLB is facilitated by a
group of volunteer moderators
who read through every submission to keep out ads, personals
and anti-gay remarks. Going a
step beyond filtering out junk, the
SSYGLB moderators also monitor
posts to ensure that the newsgroup is a supportive place, preventing." personal attacks and
value judgements.
Currently, SSYGLB receives
about 20 messages a day, from
Vancouver to the Philippines,
which are approved for posting.
Usenet technology doesn't provide a way to find out how many
people read SSYGLB, but estimates range from 200 to 2000
and higher.
More information about
$sy$b can be found online at
httpS/wwwyoutk&rg/asytfb. •
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Emotional
fuckwittage
by Mike Harris
I should not have picked up the phone.
It is a cruel truth that if the phone rings
while your mouth is full of raw cookie dough,
there will be somebody on the line with
whom you wish to make a good impression
"Aanloo?* My voice is garbled and I am
spraying cookie mess on the receiver.
'Michael? It's Jonathan."
Jonathan—the boy I had fallen in love with
while we both were traveling in England. The
boy who had the annoying habit of loving me
just a little less than I loved him.
Furthermore, and this was worst of all, it was
very obvious that he did not have cookie
dough in his mouth Cursing the fates as I
inexplicably checked my hair in the mirror, I
wiped my lips and tried to talk through the
pastry.
'Uohl Heh, ow rr oo?"
This was the love of my life on the phone
and eveiything was going to be ruined
because I couldn't wait 15 minutes for some
cookies to come out of the oven In a panic, I
tried to clear my throat, succeeding only in
choking on the lump of dough and hacking
rather un-coquettishly into Jonathan's ear.
Jonathan came to the conclusion a while
back that he and I had to stop communicat-

A.i

ing for a while. He needed to figure some
stuff out
Ties were cut We lived our separate lives,
his in Australia, mine in Canada. Until now, I
had hoped that he would call to tell me that
he was more sorry than I will ever know and
he isflyingto Vancouver and we are going to
get married and we are getting an apartment
in the West End, and we are going to adopt
Himalayan whistle children and, and, and,
and...
He called to tell me that he has a girlfriend
now. And, apparently, she's just lovely.
Normally, I am able to come up with
witty retorts when people are assholes. But
now I had no reply whatsoever. Truly, cruel
comments have the unhappy habit of only
coming when one is already winning the
argument or when the argument took place
last week. And so, though I wanted to
remark ironically on how happy I was for'
him, there was nothing on my tongue but
cookie dough.
The conversation took about half an hour,
and our relationship was ended, and tied up
in a pretty pink bow and launched into the
centre of the sun where it could be just as
flaming as I hope his children are. •
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would open up a whole different can o'
worms.
We've had many discussions on this
I
By now you're probably wondering what subject, and by now you're probably beginexactly it is that makes me tick. And by that I ning to suspect why. Or maybe you did
mean why am I one day friendly, loving, car- before, too. How do I say this? (And I accuse
ing, and responsive, and why other days, am you of being long-winded). Perhaps the easiI, to put it bluntly, a bitch—totally unrespon- est way is to say it as though ripping off a
sive, and unbearably difficult?_,0f maybe bandage (Hey,'" I'm an English major—I'm
you're not wondering at alh Maybe you (think allowed lo use really bad metaphors).
I'm gay.
• '"you) know exactly the. reason why I tend to
I don't expect you to understand it I don't
waver between thetsfckeningly sweet and the
expect you to accept it Lord knows it's taken
downright disagreeable—school.
Well, if yov* thought that, you wouldn't be me a hell of a while to deal with this myself.
entirely wrQng. Essays, exams, and v$iat the Heck, I'm still dealing with it, ana don't sushell lo do.after graduation are stresses that pect I'll everpe done dealing with nv| realise
constantly loom in my mind. They can be an you'll have many questions, and please don't
extremely heavy load to bear, • as you well hesitate to ask the^m—although, I can't promknow, Jjfut, there is another reason that would ise I can provide "all the answers Yoii may
shed 4 lot of insighj into m/, how sh&uld we wonder if thte is nA choice, if I'm a product
say, temperament This reason has Been the'* of one too many liberal arts classes. H^ve I
sourci of a lot of anyety, possible nuld seriously misconstrued the meaning of 'femdepression, and yes, some nasty nasty inism?* Is this^ simply my way of reacting
against one too many sexist boyfriends? Or,
thougnts about ending it
\
This reason has been a weight on my is this simply my way of doubling the size of
\
/
shoulder for the past four years. I apologise my wardrobe.
Please believe mat when I say> "Ny" I've
for not\aying anythingsooner, but, well, a i
I'm sure you'll agree, it's a hard thing to say, taken a lot of time to think this through (perespecially when we live under the same roof. haps too much), to make sure this/is truly
But by not being open, I feel we've lost truly who I |m. There finally came a point
touch. I've built walls in our rejatjonship, I though, wh§n I had to stop saying, 'Maybe I
. get frustrated with you, I get frustrated with haven't found the right guy3*and had to
myself and I hate\to say that, at times, I realise that no guy was ever going to be right
resent you. You see, by Qot being completely God knows I've tried. Over and over and over
honest with you about who I api, I'm denying again. Well, I got thedof trying, or rather,
who I am, which in turn makes me even understood the pointlessness in trying. This
more angry with you. I'm tired of being is me jit 2 2; this was me at two. This is who
angry. I'm tired of sleepless nights. I'm tired ' I'll He at 82. What's done is done. Here's to
of passing myself off as someone I'm not just the best Please respect my decision to tell
to keep your love. And, I'm afraid that if I you—I owe you as much' I owe myself as
don't say something soon, I'm going to tire much Above all, please know that I love you,
right out along with the ambitions and pas- no matter what I've said or done in the past
sions that burn inside me. So, enough. Lefs no matter what the circumstances may be
now. Well, this should make for some great
get on with it
So, what am I trying to say exactly? What mealtime fodder. Pass the peas, please. •
is this reason? Ifs safe to assume I'm not
-anonymous
pregnant—a four-year-long gestation period
Dear Mom and Dad,

GMii In lust ond Joy-
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A fairy tale

by Julius O.EIefante

by Jeff Musqrave

My heritage places my finger on the pulse of fashion. with the comforts of that powerful hand clutching my nothing exists beyond predator/prey relationships.
The queer community, which one would expect to
After all, no one else traipses around in the latest tight- neck and pulling me under, with that sharp, stabbing
ass Prada ripoffs better than my kind. Gay Asian sensation that comes with being filled in the lungs, hold diversity and difference as paramount values,
Male. GAM. It should be a brand name. The hordes with the sweet torment of racing thoughts that come has its own venom. Instead of celebrating our relawould snap them up. Especially here in Vancouver, to a dead stop, and finally with the realisation that I tionships, I often find, queer culture dismisses us and
where many are already lamenting the demise of want all this to happen. I want to emerge purged of the regards us as a fetishist/fetish tandem. It does not
help that there is a plethora of social clubs that cater
Versus. Whatever—this is not about innate sartorial brown on my skin. I want to be pristine, white.
Having said this, I admit that concealing interra- to 'Asian admirers' and purport to espouse 'cultural
sensibilities (then again, it is—we don't just wear
cial attraction in terms of 'internalised racism' and understanding.' Is it at all surprising that it is in these
clothing, we wield it powerfully to ensnare).
Sashaying my size-28 over to that white guy play- 'white-wash' is reductive, and can be hard to swallow. same clubs where hushed whisperings of, "Watch out,
ing I-spy, I move just close enough to catch a whiff of Race politics does a marvelous job at conceptualising he's a rice queen and he'll leave you for the next
my prey. Of the series of events that follows, I can say whites as the ideal that 'other' races strive to become, Asian' pass through the room? This is not so much
no more—these are trade secrets, after all—but for but it fails to account for the queer Asian experience 'cultural understanding' as it is paranoia.
Amid the racial polemics, cultural differences,
sure, the evening will find him reduced to the rut of a of struggling to maintain cultural identity.
If only my interracial relationships were as cute as and social forces that work against efforts at genuine
beast
In lust it seems, a large part of being GAM is play- the popular media depicts them. Instead, 'cultural dif- understanding, it probably is easier to turn to one's
ing the stereotype—the hypersexual exotique, alluring ference' is reduced to the image of a white guy fum- own and love one's own. A number of acquaintances
in all his fashionable trappings and even more delec- bling over his chopsticks as a piece of gyoza plops onto confided in me that they would like to keep having
table in his stark naked smoothness. It's easy, really. his lap. 'Racism' is presented in a bite-size form in the sexual relations with white men but will keep their
When you lay genetic claim to perpetual youth, nubility, movie The Joy Luck Club in the image of a Nancy relationships strictly with fellow GAMs, This option
and tumescence by virtue of your ethnicity, you practi- Reagan-ish mother chastising her son's Asian girl- is perfectly legitimate and viable at the individual
cally have your work done for you. Then there are the friend, who is then heroically 'rescued' by the blond- level, but step back and take a macro view and it
Orientalist icons to look up to supplied by the and-blue son The siege is always presented in an us- doesn't take long before the words 'ghettoisation'
Eurocentric media Lucy Liu's Ling comes to mind, at versus-them fashion, when in real life, the attacks do and 'segregation' come to the forefront. This is why I
least for aggressive GAMs who like to trump white men. not always come from one side. There are GAMs so am not rushing to applaud the efforts of my GAM
Although even when my more docile brothers would steeped in their mythology of exoticism that to them brothers who have broken out of potato queen prison
only to turn into 'sticky rice'—that is,
rather play Ciao Ciao San waiting for the'
GAMs who are avowed admirers of
noble gai-jin god, the end result is the
other GAMs. While these admitted
same, because nobody this side of queer
'converts' say that they have oversubculture is as virginal as they seem.
come their issues of internalised
However, there is one more divulracism and other muck, it can be
gence, and this time a humbling one:
questioned whether their decisions
the self-delusory confidence lasts only
are merely a backlash form of the
as far as casual bum sessions are conblight they claim to have rid themcerned. The game is easy enough to play
selves of.
when there are abundant role models,
For all the convolutions, attraction
but not when it comes to interracial relaultimately takes place between two
tionships. Some GAMs are disabled in
people and to expect social responsitheir capacity to love and be loved by
bility in the way couples choose to
other GAMs and limit their affections
love may be too daunting a task—so
exclusively to white men. Others deeply
much as to doom any initial attempts
loathe newly-arrived immigrants
at making any form of relationship
because they stir up memories of vulwork. I feel there is something askew
nerability. The playful term 'potato
with the term 'interracial relationqueens' refers to the first group, and for
ship'—the phrase underscores differthe latter there is that old accusatory
ences when in all actuality these are
slap, 'racist' But really, it's just a matter
probably people who have more in
of points on a continuum of bigotry.
common with each other than they
In all honesty, internalised racism is
have disparities. However, failing to
one of the undeniable legacies and coridentify and question the underpinnerstones of queer interracial attracnings of interracial relationships,
tion There is a fluid force with azure
and, even worse, to deny them altoAryan eyes. It beckons me to take a
gether, is to condemn us to the curplunge into whiteness the way I did
rent state, where understanding-and
growing up as a first-generation immiperhaps resolution even—is perpetugrant Filipino kid in North America.
ally just out of reach. •
Every time I dive in, I am acquainted YES, WE KNOW: They're White...the Asian boys made the cover, PER WALLE
PHOTO

Sixty years ago: flashes of reflection
by George Fuller
The Second World War had just begun.
Twas 12, in Grade 7, rot a very popular
kid, got picked on a lot Hated it Knew
some guys I liked but they seemed too
aloof. Didn't excel at much—at least
hadn't yet learned I could. I was lonely—a dreamer, romantic, needing affirmation by more than my dog, but not
really fully understanding needs. I was
aware of growing erotic feelings, but
leading where?
After school one day, an older boy
invited himself over. Wowl Sparks flew,
emotions overflowed, new worlds blossomed. Sex became concrete. Who
could have imagined? It was so neat so
natural, exciting, but ooh, so secret!
The next day at school some older
boys looked down at me and laughed
tauntingly. 'Now what's happening?" I
thought, back on the defensive again.
'Shit!' One of them opened his mouth,
put his lips over his teeth. "Hey kid, lets

see how you do this. Come on homo, miles away. So began 45 years of living
in the closet No way in hell would I tell
show us how you do i t '
Homo? What the hell is a homo? anyone of my same-sex attraction It
Where the hell are they coming from? A was a chance to start anew, without that
detested, unchosen label. My chance to
new name to be beat up with?
Such was an 'outing' 60 years ago. escape, to find part of the me that no
There are no words for it One blissful one would ever have accepted in the old
encounter becomes an unexpected, community.
Years of trying to reconcile the tenmisunderstood moment of public selfrevelation Such was my discovery of sions within followed. And in such a
my same-sex attraction and my hostile world. Gays killed in the
encounter with a world of fear, intimi- Holocaust treated as criminals, not vicdation, hatred, and bigotry. Being outed tims^ Senator McCarthy and J. Edgar
as gay—and there was no such word Hoover's witch hunts, religious blindthen—at the threshold of puberty, made ness and bigotry, police repression and
one the perfect victim. You couldn't harassment who wanted to confront
escape, or ask for help or protection such a world. Hide! Deny! Stay safe! I
nor discuss your feelings. There was no engaged in all the.normal activities of a
one you could talk to. You just knew young man—dating girls, love affairs,
every search for help you made would education, work, contact sports, militurn against you. All you could do was taiy, war. Yet in the shadows, my samesex attraction continued to lurk. Deny
try to survive.
Three,years later, we moved 2000 it, suppress it pray it away, ignore it

fear it, want it
Yet there did come a time.
The world had changed somewhat
Immersion in the Black Civil Rights
Movement, the quest for Women's
Freedom and Third World Liberation
set precedents and empowered us. So
45 years later, 'out" I came, with a supportive wife, into this different world
where now there were some safe places
not only to be oneself, but even to celebrate the fact
Too late in life to relive the past but
time enough to watch with joy the
emerging freedom of the young. To
take part in consolidating the gains,
even savour the erotic. Yet still, the lessons of my past breed caution, for there
lurks in all of us an incipient intolerance toward difference, that like the
spark of tinder, under the right conditions, can start again the flames of violence and hatred. •

For C, with love
once upon a time, there lived a little fairy named Me.
he had just relocated to Here and had trouble finding
work, he was finally hired by an eatery called
Restaurant the manager of the Restaurant, Boss-]
liked Me and gave him all the best shifts? Boss winked
at Me. "You are family now.* J^
since Me was a waiter, he- foiled directly under a
chef called Closet one day*, in the middle of a hectic
shift, Closet exploded §t Me for no reasons everyone
ignored him and wenfabout their daily routine, later,
they told Me that Closet had a nasty streak | n him.
'don't cross him,% they said.
-*•*
Closet started/being friendly to Me. in fac\ he
asked Me out for coffee, but since Me doesn't druik
coffee, he declined, the next day at work. Closet followed Me around and grinned likjfa mad pumpkira
He whispered* things v e r y closely to Me, s* no one
could hear, things like Whore, Slut and BitchY^e felt
sorry for sad, c^ld Closet and decided to ignore him.
six months later, Me noticed that Closet had the
sniffles. Me asked him if he was sick. Closet gave* him
a look that couldhave shattered glass.' /
\
'of course 1'ni.sick you Utile bitch!* Me ran away,
and decided to keep his distance for gpod.
\
the next day, during a busy shiiy Closet lost his
mind at Me. it was far above "the usual tirade." it
straightened the regal cUrls from one waitress' hair.
it made Me cry.
\
Boss learned of the incident from Closet it seemed
that Me had an attitude problem. Bos.s put a hand on
Me's shoulder one day and told him that if he, didn't
improve, he would start to lose shifts, when Me implied
that this was unreasonable, Boss called a meeting. ~ in the meeting. Boss asked Me to produce witnesses to the event there were none, correction
there were some, but by the time the meeting had

rolled around, there were none, it seemed the staff
had no memory, how they could remember their
locker combinations was beyond Me.
Me was told to obey all that Closet said. Me left the
meeting and got drunk with a friend.
- a week later.Me was lugging dirty linen downstairs when Close! hopped into the elevator behind
him. he leaned in closS'and whispered to Me, 'aren't
we even going to be friends?'
Me got a little freaked out he decided to call some
lawyers to see what he could do. the first question
they all asked".was, 'who are your witnesses?'
'why didnjl they ask me how I was?' thought Me.
they told Me to write a letter to BQSS, highlighting
each incident this would constituted a harassment
complaint if Restaurant didn't act on ^ie complaint
theiyMe could sue. Me also called! Government
Agency. The| told Me that since Close! stuck to old
chestnuts like Bitch\.and Slut, Me cud not have
grounds for a*complaint
j
Me asked 'If I was a woman, would^his show be
running differently?' Government Aglncy did not
have an/nswer for him. they did say,Jiowever, that
they could act ort words like Faggot arid Queer, with
witnesses, of course.
y
Me, wrote the letter.
/
CWset was told by Boss to cobble a solution at an
anger management workshop. /
he was not forced to attenir
Me eventually had to gef-another job. Closet had
many friends at Restaurant"
Closet still works,at Restaurant he still socialises
with the other staff, including Boss, on his last day,
Me overheard them laughing about the letter. They
were" drinking ale and slapping each other on the
back. They finally said the valued terms that
Government Agency required.
with no witnesses, of course. •

Mml'i A fwlij
That too hot morning,
the sun crept up,
like an over-dressed lady of all hours.
Her pink taffeta dress
clung to sweat.
And there,
in the un-shade of that tree,
I held a brown, mottled leaf,
freshly fallen,
like my
once-beloved's
skin
Waxy
and dark
and smooth
Veinature webbed out
Some kind of map, almost
Dry and clear.
Perhaps once a house of light
Something silver within.
But there, despite
those memories,
Iflakedmy
lover's skin,
like sheer
brittle paper,
tearing off bitter
bits of leaf,
leaving
merely
a
twig.
-Jeffrey Wong

family Mm
Somebody writes something on a wall
Which I would like to paraphrase as,
"I am an ignorant jerk
In oh, so many ways.*
And yes, I wear my heart on the collar of my jacket
So I don't have to tell you
That you can snuggle in with your morality.
But hatred is not a family value.
I think I am a lot like you
And you are a lot like me,
But when we each fall in love
You see a discrepancy.
There is mutual ground
That together we could explore,
But if your mind's already made up
What are you talking to me for?
In a couple of weeks I'm supposed to choose
Someone who represents my beliefs.
So why must I vote for the guy in the tie
Who excludes me the least?
Please stop chasing me with your great big stamp.
Leave me alone.
I know it's all right to love a girl day or night
Why do you care who I walk home?
Somebody writes something on a wall
Which I would like to paraphrase as,
'I am an ignorant jerk
In oh, so many ways."
And yes, I wear my heart on the collar of my jacket
So I don't have to tell you
That you can snuggle in with your morality.
But hatred is not a family value.
-Carta Klassen
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Apathy: a lack of feeling, interest,
emotion or concern. Apathy has
become a common trait in our society, and most noticeably at our university. While it may be cynical to
suggest that many people don't care
or feel anymore, this truth remains.
These days, when many of us are
faced with something we don't like
and know to be wrong, we turn our
backs blindly rather than work to fix
it
There are possible explanations
for this. Perhaps, it's due to the fact
that people have so much to deal
with—bills, money, homework, or
just life in general—that they can't
be bothered with anything else. Or,
perhaps, it is the fact that a lot of us
feel that we
don't have the
ability to change
anything,
the
belief that we
are
: too little or
powerless.
While a lack of caring and an
unwillingness to act is upsetting no
matter what community the are
found in, it is particularly vexing to
see them just as prevalent in our
community because queers, like all
minority groups, have a long history
of oppression. In the past, we have
been made invisible, discriminated
against, humiliated, hated, interned,
beaten, tortured, and burnt to death.
Fortunately, most of this no
longer happens to us at UBC, in
Vancouver or in Canada. Arguably,
we are able to live as virtual equals
to the straight majority in many
places, and there are few things preventing us from living a 'normal'
life. But this current situation did
not arise out of a general feeling of
apathy, it came through action.
Queer
and
queer-friendly
activists fought for many years
against the oppression that we
faced. It is because of their concern
and their willingness to act that we
have advanced towards being recognised as human beings. We owe
every right we have today to these
people who knew they were the only
ones who could change the situation, who knew it was okay to
scream that something was unjust,
to the people who suffered in their
struggle to create change. Even at
our university, there have been battles over our rights. Pride UBC and
Outweek did not just happen one
day. They were forced on the university by queer activists.

are still discriminated- against.
Many people in our society still hate
us. In Surrey, the religious right has
managed to ban books telling others
of our lives. Children are beaten and
harassed at their schools everyday
because they are believed to be gay;
some of them decide to kill themselves. This situation is not going to
go away unless we make it go away.
Now is not a time for apathy. We
must act because no one will do it
for us.
While most of us are upset by the
continued situation of hatred
towards queers, we are also not
always affected by it Out at UBC, we
are generally in a safe place, free
from homophobic violence and discrimination. From this sanctuary of
sorts, it is easy to forget what it felt
like to be tormented every
day at high
school for Eve
straight years,
or what it felt
like to hide our
identity from those we loved for fear
of what they would do or say to us.
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/Ac answer to the question
below,
and you may win 1 of 2 pairs of
tickets to see UNIFIED THEORY
in concert FEBRUARY lTlh @
Richard's On Richards!

Question: Name the late lead
of BLIND MELON

singer

Comprised of J former members of Mind Melon, Iho founding drummer for Peorl Join, cod leod vocalist Chris Shinn.
UNIflCDTHCOflV returns to Vontouuer to perform tracksfromits self-lilled debut CD'UNIflCDTHCOftV.'
ujujuj.unifiedtheorymusic.com
,

QuickTax Freedom the leading online
solution for students
wishing to file their
taxes for free!
Prepare AND FILE your taxes online with QuickTaxWeb.
Since its packed with tax tips, full-motion videos, government
approved forms, an RRSP optimizer, and all of the latest tax
changes, QuickTaxWeb almost makes doing your taxes fun!
Plus... file for FREE.
Take advantage of the QuickTax Freedom program if you (and
your spouse, if applicable) have a total net income less than
$20,000. Visit www.qulcktaxweb.ca/campusadvantage today
to find out if you qualify.

Qu/elrrSrVVeb.ca/campusadvantage
From the Makers of Canada's # 1 Tax Preparation Software

AvunUgc

f Some restrictions apply. Check wit* www.netfite ge.ca foe details. Certification from Canada
Customs and Revenue Agency on NETF1LE use for Wis product is pending. The status of our
certification request will be posted on www.quicktaxweb.ca at tne beginning of February 2001.

OPINION

Though we certainly have come a
long way in advancing our rights
and have moved closer to true equality, things are far from perfect. We

It is easy to forget that queers are
still beaten because they are queer, or
that because of this, they live in total
fear for most of their lives. It is all too
easy to forget that on just the other
side of the Fraser River, queer youth
have been made to feel invisible, or
that into this same river, a child
plunged to escape the torment of
homophobes. It has become all too
easy to forget that the queers have the
highest suicide rate among youths.
These are things that happen everyday—whether we are aware or not—
and they will continue to happen
everyday until we decide to make
them stop. Those of us who are privileged must act to assist those who are
not While some of us may not experience homophobia, we must realise
that others do, and we must act
against this. Perhaps the book banning in Surrey does not directly affect
us, but it does affect our sisters and
brothers. We owe it to them to change
the current situation. This is easy to
see when we concede that while
some of us don't experience racism,
we must fight to help those who do.
The same goes for sexism. While gay
males don't experience sexism, our
sisters, mothers and friends do.
We owe it to our fellow human
beings not to be apathetic. We owe it
to the activists who came before us.
They stopped fighting for equality
not because they achieved it, but
because we came along. We are the
new generation, and it is now our
turn to becdiife'me^new'activists. It
is up to us to carry the torch. We owe
it to ourselves. •

You are lounaingr, horny cco-ers in the conuersation pit.
You are leaning dam against an aptly-chosen partner.
(He shes her and she hes him.)
So pretty. Public displays of sweet and safe sentiments.
rVd did you know I hate you.
-anonymous
I am not in the closet
Sever been to the bedroom where the closet wa3 built
I am in the thanks-giving living room, comfortable
With a glass of scotch
Peripherally aware that the whole house
Lies in shadows at the end of the block
Rusted fence, overgrown grass scored with shit

-anonymous
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The Queer Year in Review
bian feminists. The feminists were
deeply suspicious of the state dictating to them about their lives. But
In Canada, the Supreme Court had M vs. H forced Chretien's hand, or,
delivered the strongest equality more likely, gave his government
decision of any top court in the the opportunity they sought to
world in M vs. H in 1999. Ontario blame everything on the Supreme
had to scramble to amend its fam- Court of Canada, using the familiar
ily laws. The handwriting had been 'the Charter made me do it'
on the courthouse walls for a num- excuse.
A spin-doctor named the new
ber of years for the national gov- •
ernment on spousal benefits for legislation "The Modernisation of
federal employees, for immigra- Benefits A c t ' Why mention
tion sponsorship and for income "homosexuality' when you don't
tax rules. They kept losing eveiy have to? Why not leave "sex" comcase, and making piece-meal pletely out of the title? Who can be
changes. The government had against 'modernity* (except Oscar
often waxed philosophical, saying Wilde and Quentin Crisp)?
And what did the Canadian
it was examining the possibility of
recognising a broad range of rela- Alliance do? They have been trying
tionships, not just heterosexual or earnestly to shed their reputation
same-sex. They had even asked the for racism and homophobia. So
Law Commission of Canada to they adopted the lesbian feminist
make some proposals on broader position. The state should be recogrelationship recognition. The idea nising all relationships. Why
giving individuals the widest should the law privilege only sexucKKces in structuring personal al relationships, they said. Funny, I
relat^nships had been pushed by thought that was what the 'tradifeminilts. and, in particular, les- tional family' was all about.

We are modern

Law Prof Doug Sanders picks the top events of 2000

Little Sister's ma
The trial of the Little Sister's
e
star-studded event. The high;
tf r
was Pierre Berton defending
ll
S&M fiction The case was fin lv
by the Supreme Court of Ca. a
2000, but with mixed r
Customs censorship legislati
-..
struck down, but trimmed,
/
substantially. And the judges J\
quotable nasty things to say
toms officers—who deserved.

Tim Stevenson
And here in British Columbia, what could the government do
to top its past highs: the pioneering legislation on adoption;
the family relations act that calls us "spouses,' just like the
straights? (It's probably the only legislation in the world to do
so.) Well, they found something more to do. Tim Stevensoa
the first openly gay person to be ordained by the United
Church of Canada, has become the first openly gay cabinet
minister in North America. Laid-back BC took it in stride, hardly noticing, and certainly not realising how novel it was. After
all, the provincial Liberals would probably have done it first, if
the NDP hadn't beaten them to it. Public gays are now like daffodils after a spring rain—all over the place.

And the winner is...

Marriage Begins
In the long race to see what jurisdiction would be the first the legalise
gay marriage, Hawaii was the early
leader, with the State Supreme
Court saying Hawaii would have to
prove a compelling public interest to
justify the discrimination. But then
Hawaii crashed, with a state constitutional amendment and the unwillingness of the State Supreme Court
to ever make a final ruling on
the case. So it looked like the
Netherlands was the sure leader.
But then dark horse Vermont bolted
into the lead with a dynamite court
case. Which filly would finish first?
The Vermont Supreme,; Court devi-

ously converted the 'marriage' case
into a "benefits' case, and threw the
ball to the legislature, telling them to
copy Denmark's 'registered partnership' law. If you don't, the Court
warned, we might have to deliver
marriage.
Slowly and steadily, reform continued to move along in the
Netherlands. The solid Dutch turtle
has now won, with the Queen signing the new law in December 2000.
But in line with general Dutch law,
you can only get married in the
Netherlands if one partner is a citizen or permanent resident. The
solid Dutch missed the chance to
become the lesbian and gay marriage capital of the world.

UN ducks ILGA again

Civil Unions in Vermont

Meanwhile at the UN, the Committee on
Non-Governmental Organisations managed yet again not to consider the application of the International Lesbian and
Gay Association for reinstatement All
those closeted diplomats prefer privacy
and duty-free booze.

Vermont, facing a choice between 'registered partnerships' and 'marriage' went, of course, for 'registered partnerships,' which they called 'civil unions.' Now same-sex
couples are trooping to Vermont to tie the (civil) knot, with
little chance the new legal relationship will be recognised
outside the northern woods.

Boy Scouts are straight
To the south, the US Supreme Court ruled that "freedom of expression' allows the Boy Scouts of America
to exclude gays, in spite of state or local laws barring
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. A
strong minority said that the Boy Scouts' policy of
inclusiveness (obviously aimed at race) meant thatthey had no 'expressive purpose' and could not hide
behind the constitution. The minority found the Boy
Scouts' express statements on barring gays limited,
not public, and recent Well of course! The Boy Scouts
were probably so fearful of accusations of pedophilia
that they did not even want to mention the word gay,
even to say they were totally opposed to bent people!
It was probably the closeted anti-pedophile issue (not
mentioned in majority or dissent) that influenced the
court and the Boy Scouts of America. The result is
that homophobia has been upheld, It is as American
as apple pie. Maybe properly bigoted scouts will get
a special straight-edged honour badge.

Protecting our natural heritage
Jean Fau is a chief park warden for Parks Canada. He and his colleagues
protect the plant and animal life in our national parks. They also help
Canadians explore and enjoy these special places. This is just one
of the hundreds of services provided by the Government of Canada.
For more information on government services:
• Visit the Service Canada Access Centre nearest you
• Visit www.canada.gc.ca
• Call 1 800 O-Canada (1 800 622-6232)

TTY/TDD: 1 800 465-7735

Canada

The honourable Hijras
And in the transgender story of the year, Hijras,
often inaccurately described as 'eunuchs' in the
media, have emerged as honest women in local elections in India. In January 2000, in Katni, a city of
2 50,000 in the state of Madhya Pradesh, four Hijras
ran for local office, and gained the posts of mayor
and councilors. The Hijras were seen as more honest than the male incumbents. Throughout the year,
five other Hijras gained office in other cities and
towns, one was elected to a state legislature, and
one, Heera Bai, was elected to the city council in
Jabalpur, a city of 1.4 million. In December, in the
major state of Uttar Pradesh, three more were elected. Asha Devi became mayor of Gorakpur. Mayor
Kamla Jaan of Katni was quoted in the New York
Times as saying: "We act only for the welfare of the
people. We're not corrupt'
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Celebrating 20 years of gay pride
A history of <jay Vancouver, from the 70s until today
by Melinda Marie Jette

The Pride Festival, an annual summer event held in Vancouver
for the past 23 years, is an important institution for the queer
community. The festival offers gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
trahsgendered people an opportunity to publicly celebrate and
affirm their identity, their culture, and their humanity. It is a
time of fun and frivolity, community and solidarity. This celebration counters the marginalisation that for so long characterised the lives of gays and lesbians. The history of
Vancouver's Pride Festival mirrors social changes within
Canada and BC that have seen civil rights for sexual minorities
added to provincial and federal human rights acts. At the same
time, this history is a cautionary tale that speaks of the continuing struggle of queer people to achieve true social equality.

its public activism and its non-compromising position with
civil authorities. It also organised the first gay pride celebrations in the early 19 70s. These celebrations were historically
significant, although they garnered limited support in
Vancouver because of divisions within the gay and lesbian
community between club owners and liberal activists and the
more radical GATE.

Twenty years of pride
In the late 1970s, a number of gay clubs and organisations saw
the need for a community celebration in Vancouver. As a
result, they collectively founded Gay Unity Week, the forerunner of Vancouver's Pride Festival. The collaboration between
local businesses and community groups that led to the establishment of an annual celebration also influenced the development of an inclusive, non-political vision for the festival.
The story of Vancouver's Pride Festival reflects historical
developments within the queer community as well as larger
social realities. In the early years, the festival was a small-scale
celebration organised by an ad-hoc committee. Events included parties at sponsoring clubs, religious services at the
Metropolitan Community Church, the sports picnic, cabarets,
panel discussions and a small but vocal marching parade.
Crowd estimates for these events ranged from a few hundred
to a few thousand.
In other parts of North America, pride celebrations are traditionally held in June and July to commemorate the Stonewall
Riots. In Vancouver, the early GATE pride events were often
held in August and with the inception of G^y Unity Week, the
August tradition was retained. There are differing interpretations as to why the August date stuck in Vancouver. Some view
it as a commemoration of Canada's decriminalisation of homosexual acts ill August 1969, which can be seen as a development independent of the American Pride celebrations. Others
note that August is the best time for the Pride Festival in
Vancouver because of the region's capricious climate.

Pride Festival Association. Crane articulated a vision for the
association that stressed the need to support the development
of the gay and lesbian community and promote its culture.
The late 1980s was a period of growth and consolidation for
the Pride Festival. Newly-founded organisations representing
different sectors of the gay and lesbian community joined the
Pride Parade. Local gay and lesbian groups and businesses also
organised their own events to coincide with the festival. One
such event is Out on Screen, Vancouver's Queer Film and
Video Festival, which celebrates its 13th anniversary this year.

The 1990s

The 1990s was a decade of transition for the Pride Festival.
Vancouver hosted Gay Games III in August 1990. The games,
which received the support of the city, brought more than
20,000 people to the region and dramatically increased participation in the Pride Parade. By 1991, the parade attracted
15,000 spectators annually. In 1992, the BC government
The origins of the Pride celebration are linked to the emeramended the BC Human Rights Act to prohibit discrimination
gence of the gay liberation and lesbian feminist movements. In
based on sexual orientation.
June 1969, drag queens, dykes, gay men, and street people rioted for three days outside the Stonewall Inn in New York City.
These positive developments were later overshadowed by
These riots marked the first time that large numbers of gays
several difficulties. The AIDS epidemic continued to take a toll
and lesbians resisted police brutality. Influenced by the hippie
on the gay community. The community's energy and fundraiscounterculture, the women's liberation movement, and the
ing efforts rightly went to support services for people living
American civil rights struggle, gays and lesbians across North
with HIV and AIDS. The Pride Festival also lost several of its
America founded political action committees to challenge their
dedicated organisers during this time. In 1992, the provincial
status as second-class citizens.
government canceled the BC Lottery's Half Back Program that
had brought significant revenues to the Pride Festival. Then, in
Gay liberationists and lesbian feminists worked for a radithe spring of 1993, longtime festival Chair Malcolm Crane died
cal social vision in which homosexuality and lesbianism would
suddenly of a brain aneurysm.
be viewed as valid forms of love and sexual expression. They
also instituted community events to publicly celebrate their
These events caused considerable hardship for festival
culture. These initially small celebrations were occasionally
organisers and as a result, 1993 proved to be one of the most
tumultuous because of the ideological divisions between
difficult years in the festival's history. Fortunately, a number of
groups. However, gay and lesbian pride celebrations did conlocal businesses and longtime activists stepped forward that
tinue to gather force in the ensuing years by broadening their
summer to ensure the "show would go on." In 1994, the festivision and their base of support Today, these celebrations
val organisation was re-structured into the Vancouver Pride
annually mobilise 10 to 12 million people worldwide.
Society. A year later, the society instituted its corporate sponsorship program to garner support from mainstream businesses and improve funding for the festival.
Since 1994, the number of people attending the parade has
The 1980s marked several historic developments. Money steadily increased and in 1997, the Pride Festival marked severDuring the 1960s, bars and clubs were the primary social gath- raised from Gay Unity Week 79 went towards building the al historic milestones. Both Mayor Philip Owen and police chief
ering places for gays and lesbians. These were "safe spaces" Vancouver Gay Community Centre (VGCC). In 1980, city coun- Bruce Chambers participated in the parade for the first time. In
where they could find validation and solidarity in a society that cillor Darlene Marzari put forth a motion for the Council to addition, 100,000 people lined the parade route, making it the
was hostile to them. They had no civil rights protection in officially proclaim Gay Unity Week. But the motion was defeat- largest parade in the festival's history, as well as one of the
employment, housing, or public accommodations and no visi- ed when Mayor Jack Volrich and the other city councillors largest parades in Vancouver. This historic milestone came just
ble community advocacy programs. In a city where gays and les- refused to support it A year later, the new mayor, Michael one year after Ottawa amended the federal Human Rights Code
bians remained largely invisible and marginalised, Canada's Harcourt, issued the first such proclamation in Vancouver's to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation.
first homophile organisation, the Association for Social histoiy. Since the mid-1980s, Vancouver has officially proThe Vancouver Pride Society has articulated a vision for the
Knowledge (ASK) quietly sponsored forums and social events to claimed the Pride Festival.
celebration that speaks to its contemporary audience. It is now
help society "accept variations from the sexual norm."
The decade also witnessed the emergence of the AIDS epi- a celebration for gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, and
In August 1969, the federal government decriminalised demic in the gay community. AIDS Vancouver was founded in transsexual people, their friends and family. This broadening
some homosexual acts. This historic event, together with the 1983 and later Pride Festivals included fundraisers for the of the festival's mission demonstrates continuity with the past,
emergence of the lesbian feminist and gay liberation move- organisation. In 1984, the celebration became known as for Vancouver's Pride Festival has historically cultivated an
ments, heralded a decade of dramatic change for the gay and Gay/Lesbian Pride Week. Until 1985, the celebration was inclusive, non-political celebration. Here there are echoes of
lesbian community in Vancouver.
organised by an ad-hoc committee working out of the VGCC. Stonewall as well as the gay liberation and lesbian feminist
In 1971, a small group of local activists founded the radical Under the leadership of Chair Malcolm F. Crane, the commit- movements—a desire to see manifest that radical social vision
Gay Alliance Toward Equity (GATE). GATE became known for tee later became an independent, non-profit corporation—the where all people are free to be and love whomever they will. •

The story of pride

Gay Vancouver in the 1970s

The 1980s

Dental dam scam
by Erin Hoult

First, a definition: a dental dam is a six-inch
square of thin latex that is used as protection against STDs while performing oral
sex.
Usually available in dental/medical supply stores, a dental dam can be used while
performing oral sex on a woman by placing
the dam over the woman's genitals. It can
also be used during 'rimming,' or oral-anal
sex.
But unlike condoms, which are commonly given out free, STD-preventing dental
dams are difficult to find without paying for
them.
When Pride UBC looked for free dental
dams to distribute, it became apparent that
providing the product was not a priority for
any of the major queer or women's organisations in BC.
The Bute Street Clinic, which is run by
the BC Centre for Disease Control, provides
dental dams to its clients, but charges 50

cents per dam for groups wishing to order
them in bulk.
Dental dams are also available at
Planned Parenthood for $ 1.00. And according to the Women's Health Collective, using
non-microwaveable Saran Wrap is a safe
alternative.
While the use of dental dams—and even
knowledge of them and what they do—may
not yet be widespread, this could be due in
part to their inaccessibility. It is unacceptable that so important a tool in the fight
against STDs should not be readily available to the public.
This is not a queer women's issue, it is
not even just a women's issue. Dental
dams can protect the health of all men and
women regardless of sexual orientation.
If you think that the province of British
Columbia should recognise the importance
of sexual health and encourage the use and
distribution of dental dams, you can reach CON DO MAN I A: Condoms, condoms everywhere and not a dam in sight. While free
the BC Centre for Disease Control with your condoms are easy to find, no comparable free dental dam program exists. Jf BC is serious
about fighting STDs, it's time for a change, ERIN HOULT PHOTO
comments at (604) 660-0584. •
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The Surrey book ban and 'family values
to be used in their children's classroom. Justice
Kenneth MacKenzie stated that 'the highest
Last autumn, an article in The Globe and Mail morality includes non-discrimination on grounds
('A very suburban culture war' [Sept. 27, of sexual orientation. The public schools must
2000]) stated, 'You'll be relieved to know that positively espouse that moral position and they
the Surrey book wars—the interminable, bitter cannot teach a morality inconsistent with it'
litigation over depictions of same-sex parents Further, he asserted that the issue of appropriatein children's books—are finally over.' Having ness of the books in question should be left to the
followed the progression of these 'wars' over discretion of teachers. This 'end' to the case
the course of their full, three-year, near-million- seemed to have both sides claiming victory.
dollar proceedings, I would have to conclude
If there is anyone who believes that it is
that they are far from over. The term "book inappropriate to teach young children about
wars' is misleading—this is not and never was the diversity in our society, then the war
a war about books. If it must be a war, then it against homophobia, heterosexism, and ignomust be a war against homophobia, heterosex- rance is still in its prelimiism, and ignorance, plain and simple. As a pre- nary stages, and the book
teacher heading into the education system, I war is far from over. The
know that the Surrey book ban case is but one number of topics rejated
instance of the homophobia and heterosexism to the issue of age-approinherent in our educational system.
priateness and the unbeA veiy short outline of the proceedings of lievable ignorance and
bigotry which surface in
this case:
In April 1997, the Surrey School Board the articles and affidavits in this case are
banned three books, Asha's Mums, Belinda's shocking. On the side of the Surrey School
Bouquet, and One Dad, Two Dads, Brown Dad,Board, we have self-professed experts claimBlue Dads, from use in Surrey school district ing the cognitive abilities of Kindergarten and
classrooms. In August the court challenge against Grade 1-aged children to be too inadequate to
the Surrey School Board was launched. In 'assimilate the complexity, nuance, and valueDecember 1998, the BC Supreme Court ruled laden nature of same-sex families.'
against the school board's ban on the three books,
Then we also have promoters of so-called
saying that the school board was 'significantly 'family values' imposing their own views of
influenced by religious considerations, contrary morality on others. The following comments by
to the requirement in section 76( 1) [of the provin- such people, made in the past three years, are at
cial School Act] that schools be 'conducted on once angering, saddening, and unbelievable.
strictly secular...principles." InJanuary 1999, the From a 'concerned' citizen: "Homosexual behavSurrey School Board appealed the Supreme Court iour creates and spreads disease...Promoting
ruling, arguing that the books are not appropriate any sex in schools should be considered a form
for children in Kindergarten and Grade 1, the of psychological child abuse that can lead to sexages for which the three books were written. Last ual exploitation'; From a parent "I deplore the
September, the BC Court of Appeals overturned attempt to portray same-sex parents as 'normal'
the earlier decision by the Supreme Court allow- I was outraged at the book's attempt to claim the
ing the books in school libraries, but stipulating mind and heart of my child.. .Once a society has
that parents were to be notified if the books were lost its religious moral foundation, there is no
by Tanya Boteju

their own. Further, the books deal with other
issues important to childhood and adolescence
such as body image and self-confidence (as in
Belinda's Bouquet), family unity and parental
support (as in Asha's Mums), and about differences between human beings (as in One Dad,
Two Dads, Brown Dad, Blue Dads). For children who are part of a same-sex family, these
books can also provide some sense of comfort
and a validation of the specific nature of their
own lives. The fact that the books depict parents who are of the same sex and who obviously love their children merely provides the
opportunity for children to question what it
means to be a family—questions that will
invariably lead to the answer: Love makes a
family; what is wrong with that message?
A newspaper article in support of the book
ban asks, "Why not wait a few years until [kids]
are sufficiently able to understand and examine
these issues...But in Kindergarten and Grade 1?
Give me a break—I've yet to meet a homophobic
five-year-old.' The author of this article is rightmost children in kindergarten and Grade 1 are
not homophobic-kids possess an incredible
lack of prejudice. However, does it make any
sense at all to wait until they do discriminate,
when they have already encountered and internalised the prejudices of society, to teach them
about diversity and acceptance?
The argument against accounting for the
In regard to the actual content and intent of experiences of gays and lesbians in schools is
the three books in question, there is a huge lack thinly-masked homophobia trying to be
of understanding by the opposition as to the passed off as support for 'family values' and
books' natures and overall messages. None of 'children's rights.' It is an absolute disregard
the books depict any sort of sexual activity, or for the pain and suffering of a group that is
violence, nor do they even use the terms oppressed in society. I am near tears some'homosexual,' 'lesbian,' or 'gay.' The books do times wishing that the people who perpetuate
not strive to 'claim the minds and hearts' of homophobia and heterosexism could only
children as the comment of the parent quoted walk one day in the shoes of someone gay or
above suggests. If anything, the books endeav- lesbian, to see how their discrimination
our to open the minds and hearts of children to affects other human beings. That walk, I feel,
the possibility of experiences different from would change everything. •

longer a 'normal' and we'll end up paying the
price.' From the Citizens Research Institute's
Declaration of Family Rights (of which 1997
Surrey School Board chair Robert Pickering was
director): "(My child) must not by any teacher...
be exposed to/or involved in an activity or program which discusses or portrays the lifestyle of
gays, lesbians, bisexual and/or transgendered
individuals as one which is normal acceptable,
or [which] must be tolerated.'
On the contra^, such highly-distinguished
and well-respected people as Meg Hickling, RN,
and Dr. Kagan of Harvard University clearly
explain not only the appropriateness of these
books for young children,
but
their
necessity.
Hickling, who was inducted
as a Member of the Order
of British Columbia for her
work in sexual health education strongly supports
the use of the three books
in classrooms. She cites the importance of telling
the truth to children, stating that "Children do
notice that there are differences in all families'
and it is important "to honour their natural
curiosity about the world with truth.' To ignore
the existence of same-sex families, or any family
that does not fit into the traditional twoparent
mother-father, biological structure is to deny the
experiences of a great number of people.
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THE UBYSSEY
3 Annual Community Contribution Award

$3,000!!
5
Are you a UBC student involved at UBC?
Have you made a contribution to the UBC community?
If so you may be eligible to receive $3,000!
Just get another UBC student to nominate you or nominate someone you feel is eligible.
Within the nomination please include:
• a resume of the nominee
• details of their contribution to the UBC community

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS TO SUB 245 by FEBRUARY 28,2001.
For more information contact: Fernie Pereira @ 822-6681 fpereira® interchange.ubc.ca or Esther Abd-EImessih esthera@interchange.ubc.ca
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Queerly not as good as the original
by Kalev Hunt

American treatment highlights the subtle differences between American and British TV
and what qualifies as groundbreaking.
QUEER AS FOLK
The pilot of the US show uses identical camShowcase Television, Mondays 10pm
era angles. As one may expect this immediately
If Showtime's Queer as Folk was an original highlights every flaw in the American version.
series, groundbreaking wouldn't begin to describe
The most glaring problem with Showtime's
it in fact the new, USproduced, filmed-m-Canada version is that the Michael character (the
(Toronto, to be exact) series which depicts the lives show's everyman) is played by a monotone,
of a group of gay men—with two lesbians tossed in slack-faced, incompetent Hal Sparks. Michael's
for variety's sake—is just a knock-off of a British British counterpart Vince, was so believably
production that aired in 1998.
brought to life by Craig Kelly that Sparks' mockThe British version was rightly hailed as a ery of a performance highlights exactly how
new leaf in the book of television history, com- subtle and nuanced Kelly's acting really was.
plete with taboo-shattering sex scenes between Since Michael's character is the least extreme
men and the stunning revelation that yes, 15- of our colourful bunch, the audience is expectyear-olds do sometimes have sex with people ed to relate to him as he serves as narrator, but
that are significantly older. The show was one Sparks' uninspired attempt to act leaves the US
of the biggest hits ever and routinely attracted version far too many sizes too small.
large audiences from all walks of life—that is to
Along with the other concessions to
say, even straight people were hooked.
American puritanism, the US version of Queer
The US version is similarly popular but the as Folk has Justin (Randy Harrison), the show's

underage heartthrob, as a 17-year-old rather
than a 15-year-old. As well, Michael's friend
Ted (Scott Lowell) ends up in coma after overdosing on drugs, whereas his British counterpart died. In the UK version looks and silence
convey volumes, but the US version inserts
awkward dialogue to ensure that no American,
no matter how hard-headed, misses the point
Case in point in the British version, the
audience figures out that Vince is in love with
Stuart (Aidan Gillen) through a complex series
of looks. In Showtime's version, Vince's counterpart Michael hugs Stuart's counterpart
Brian (Gale Harold) and kisses him on the lips
during an emotional scene.
The new Queer as Folk is at its best when it's
not trying to Americanise the show, because
when it does, it fails miserably. Because
Showtime's version will run at least 22
episodes and the British version only had eight
the US version has bigger roles for the supporting characters and has, even at the outset

fleshed them out even more. Since the cast
aside from Hal Sparks and Sharon Gless in the
role of Michael's mother, is superb, this can
only be a good thing. In addition, the US version
depicts the tumultuous relationship between
the older man and the younger boy quite differently. The older man, Brian, shows far more
fondness for Justin than Stuart ever did for
Nathan (Charlie Hunnam) in the UK version.
But one can't help but notice some of the
major flaws. For example, how did PC- and
diversity-obsessed America ever produce a
show rife with misogynistic views spouted by
WASP men? Where are the Latinos? The
African-Americans? The Asian-Americans? Is
it so much to ask for one major character to be
non-white and respectful of women?
Luckily for Showtime, there's very little of
the UK version to put through the meat grinder.
All we can do is look* forward with hope to the
time when Queer As Folk truly becomes a
'Showtime original series.' •
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